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WILDCAT CATFLAP – PHOTO SPECIAL 

SUDANESE PRODUCTION MOU FOR 100,000 BARRELS OF OIL PER DAY (bopd) 

The BLOCKBUSTER deal Wildcat shareholders have been waiting for as arrived. 

Today the company put out an RNS stating that it had signed a MOU with the Sudanese 

government to increase overall Sudanese oil production by 100,000 bopd from Blocks 1,3,4 & 5. 

In the very near future shareholders can expect much more news from Sudan. The Company 

expects to sign its first Production Sharing Agreement as early as the first quarter of 2023. It is also 

hoped that the first net oil to Wildcat will occur in the same quarter. 

Also shareholders can expect news in the coming months/years of oil production deals similar or 

larger in magnitude than the Sudan deal, in other countries. 

In the past 6 months a lot of work has gone on in the background in preparation for this deal to be 

finally signed (see, pictures below). 

As a result the Company intends next year to produce a significant portion of the 100,000 bopd 

target from a number of fields, across multiple blocks and the production funded via various third 

party financiers. 

 

 

Left Mr Eltahir (Head of Sudanese oil Exploration & Production Administration), middle Mr T.C 

(WCAT’s logo) and Dr Omar 



 

Mr T.C with WCAT’s 100,000 bopd target 

 

 

Mandhir Singh, WCAT’s Chairman, pointing at the billion barrel oil Blocks the Company will 

develop in the coming years, using third party funding. 

 



 

Chairman outside Sudan’s Ministry of Energy and Petroleum. 

 

 

Chairman, inspecting technical facilities in Khartoum, which the Company intends to use next year 

in order to ramp-up Sudanese oil production. 

 



 

Chairman, checking out prospective offices in Khartoum. Significant office space will be required 

to house the staff required to run a 100,000 bopd operation.  
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